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PALAEOZOIC FAULT KINEMATICS AND A BALANCED CROSS
SECTION THROUGH THE HUSKISSON-QUE-HELLYER

MACKINTOSH REGION, WEST COAST, TASMANIA

Mark S. Rattenbury
Centre for Ore Deposit and Exploration Studies, University of Tasmania

SUMMARY

Devonian compressional tectonics in the
Huskisson-Que-Hellyer-Mackintosh region have
been dominated by north-south and northeast
southwest trending folds and reverse movement of
the Rosebery, Mt Charter and Henty Faults. A
balanced cross section has been constructed across
the region by making assumptions firstly on the
structural position of the Gordon Group limestone
between the Rosebery and Henty Faults and secondly
that the dips of the Rosebery, Mt Charter and Henty
Faults have maintained their present east-, east- and
west-dipping polarity respectively throughout their
movement history. The convergence of the Rosebery
and Henty Faults at depth implies local shortening
may exceed 50% whereas the overall mid Devonian
shortening across the section is about 16%.

The restored section shows major normal fault
displacements along the Rosebery and Henty Faults
which have resulted in a north-south trending graben.
This interpretation is partly based on calculated
isopachs of the Dundas Group which show a marked
thickening east of the Rosebery Fault, by the apparent
confinement of the Central Volcanic Complexbetween
the Rosebery and Henty Faults, and by stratigraphic
thickness changes across the Mt Charter Fault. The
total extension of the Precambrian-early Cambrian
basement need only be around 40% and any further
extension would require substantial and improbable
crustal thickening through tight folding and thrust
imbrication during the Devonian compressional
tectonics. The graben containing the Central Volcanic
Complex therefore would not have greatly exceeded
20 km width. The three major faults in the
Huskisson-Que-Hellyer-Mackintosh region have
shown evidence for both Cambro-ordovician
extension and mid Devonian shortening.

Major mines such as Hellyer, Que River and
Rosebery, and areas of extensive alteration and
mineralisation are confined primarily to zones

adjacent to the Rosebery and Henty Faults. The
combination of active normal faulting during crustal
thinning and volcanism/sedimentation has probably
locally elevated the heat flow along these faults and
resulted in hydrothermal systems capable of forming
volcanogenic massive sulphide deposits.

INTRODUCTION

The late Precambrian and early Palaeozoic rocks of
the West Coast of Tasmania (Fig. 1) form a widely
explored and richly mineralised geological province.
The province has a great diversity of lithologies
dominated by the prospective mid-late Cambrian
Mount Read Volcanics, and a virtually continuous
geological record from late Precambrian to Devonian
despite several major deformational and erosional
events. Yet the structural and stratigraphic geology
remains problematical in the context of tectonic
modelling, particularly the quantification of fault
displacements. General fault kinematics of the West
Coast are better known through detailed work on
complex fault zones such as the Henty Fault (Berry,
1989), and improved understanding of the regional
and local stratigraphy. Many plate tectonic settings
have been proposed for the region invoking rifting
with or without adjacent-subduction zones of varying
polarity (e.g., Corbett et al., 1972; Crook, 1980; Green,
1984; Large et al., 1987; Corbett & Lees, 1987; Berry &
Crawford, 1988; Corbett ,1989). In some cases,
dramatic shortening is invoked on geochemical and
petrological grounds without serious consideration
of the structural consequences.

This study has used the recent 1:25 000 mapping
and earlier smaller scale mapping of the Huskisson
Que-Hellyer-Mackintosh region by the Tasmanian
Department of Mines. Th~ aim has been to try to
constrain the magnitude and kinematics of Palaeozoic
faulting, primarily through the application ofbalanced
cross section constructio,n. This study is consequently
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limited by the information gleaned from the available
maps and inferred structural and stratigraphic
relationships, although some field investigation of
key contact relationships has been undertaken.
Structural and stratigraphic interpretations in western
Tasmania are inevitably modified by more detailed
mapping and fieldwork, and this study will
undoubtably require modification with improved
mapping and stratigraphic control.

REGIONAL STRUCTURE AND STRATIGRAPHY

The regional stratigraphy of the Huskisson-Que-
HeUyer-Mackintosh region is underlain by
Precambrian basement (Figs 1, 2). In the east, the
Precambrian basement comprises schists and
quartzites of the Tyennan Region. In the west,
schistose correlatives of the Oonah Formation of the
Rocky Cape Region occur in the core of an anticline
in the Huskisson River (Brown 1983). The Oonah
Formation is unconformably. overlain by the late
Precarnbrian-early Cambrian volcanosedimentary
Crimson Creek Formation. Occupying a pseudo
stratigraphic position above the Crimson Creek
Formation is a mafic-ultramafic complex (Brown
1983). The complex appears to have been emplaced
along shallow dipping thrusts although no consensus
on the amount of displacement involved has been
reached. Berry &Crawford (1988) have suggested the
mafic-ultramafic complex represents the remnants of
an allochthonous ophiolite sheet obducted in the early
middle Cambrian. Basal mylonitic arnphibolites from
several localities have west-directed microstructural
kinematic indicators (Berry 1988) implying the mafic
ultramafic complex was thrust over the Tyennan
Region. Neither remnants of the mafic-ultrarnafic
complex, nor the underlying Crimson Creek
Formation have been found overlying the Tyennan
Region however, except possibly in the Adamsfield
area where ultrarnafic rocks are present. The next
major stratigraphic unit is the middle-late Cambrian
volcanic and sedimentary sequence comprising the
Central Volcanic Complex, the Dundas Group, the
Tyndall Group and correlative rocks (Figs 1, 2). The
sequence occupies a belt through the central part of
the Huskisson-Que--Hellyer- Mackintosh region,
thinning to nothing towards the east and west. The
structural and sedimentary relationships between
these groups is not well knowndue to poor exposure,
limited internal stratigraphy and fossil control, and
suggestions of rapid lateral facies and thickness
changes. In the Huskisson- Que--Hellyer-Mackintosh
region the Central Volcanic Complex underlies the
Dundas Group with apparent conformity in the Bums
Peak-Pinnacles area (Corbett & McNeill 1986) and
the Mt Charter area (Corbett & Komyshan 1989). The

lower part of the Dundas Group appears to
conformably underlie the Tyndall Group in the
vicinity of the Cradle Mountain Link Road (Vicary &
Pemberton 1988; Corbett & Komyshan 1989). The late
Cambrian-early Ordovician Owen Conglomerate
overlies the Cambrianvolcanosedimentaryrocks with
loca.l angular unconformable contacts (Figs 1,2). The
conglomerates are regionally overlain by the Gordon
Group limestones and a sequence of Silurian
Devonian siliciclastics. Extensive granite intrusion
occurred in the middle Devonian such that most of
the Huskisson-Que--Hellyer- Mackintosh region has
granite 0-10 km below the present erosion surface
(Leaman & Richardson 1989).

The structure of the Huskisson-Que--Hellyer
Mackintosh region is dominated by north-south to
northeast-southwest trending folds and the Henty,
Rosebery and Mt Charter Faults (Figs 1, 2). The
Rosebery Fault has undergone major reverse
movement, uplifting the Central Volcanic Complex
many kilometres against the Dundas Group during
the middle Devonian (Corbett & Lees 1987). The Henty
Fault has undergone several phases of movement
(Berry 1989) including major middle Devonian (pre
granite) reverse faulting, and several kilometres of
subsequent, post-granite Devonian(?) strike-slip.
Cambrian movement has also been inferred from the
localisation of early porphyries and dykes within the
Henty Fault zone (Corbett & Lees 1987; Corbett &
Komyshan 1989). The Mt Charter Fault marks a
dramatic thickening (to the east) of the Que--Hellyer
Volcanics and the Que River Shale within the lower
Dundas Group, and the fault was active during
deposition in the Cambrian (Corbett & Komyshan
1989). The Mt Charter Fault has subsequently
undergone minor reverse movement and sinistral
strike-slip.

DEVONIAN COMPRESSIONAL TECTONICS

The middle Devonian period of compressional
tectonics in the Huskisson-Que--Hellyer-Mackintosh
region has involved shortening about east-west to
ESE-WNW axes. In order to quantify the amount of
shortening across the region a balanced cross section
(Fig. 3) and a restored cross section (Fig. 4) have been
constructed along a ESE-WNW trend from near Luina,
through the Que River mine to south of Mt Remus,
perpendicular to the regional fold trends. In order to
balance the cross section, the section must firstly be
admissable (Elliot 1983), that is, utilising all available
geological and structural constraints along and off
the section line, and using structural styles of
deformation compatible with th6se observed in the
field. The balanced cross section must also be viable,
that is, able to be restored to a reasonable and realistic
























































































































